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Maid For Him... ‒ Tori Carrington A mermaid asleep on the deck of his boat? Kieran
Morrison is sure it's a dream. Daphne Moore knows differently. She is a mermaid, and
her crush on Kieran means she's playing with fire. Falling for a human (even a super
hot one) is a bad, bad idea. But when a chance encounter with Kieran ‒ on land ‒
leads to a sizzling and wickedly satisfying night, Daphne finds herself torn between
her sea life and her suddenly oh‒so‒hot sex life! Off the Beaten Path ‒ Kate
Hoffmann When her best friend Alex Hansen invites her to a remote retreat, Greta
Adler is delighted. But when the owner, an attractive and aggressive older woman,
makes her move on Alex, they find themselves posing as lovers. It all goes off without
a hitch ‒ until the friends find themselves alone in a bedroom with the sweet,
delicious taste of sin on their lips. But will a sizzling late‒night encounter burn their
friendship to a crisp?
WANTED: A Red-Hot Rebel Ever since his father's famous bank robbery years ago,
rodeo cowboy Jesse James Chisholm has been the bad boy of Lost Gun, Texas. A rule
breaker. A heartbreaker. But he's still haunted by his history, and the only girl who
could match his wildness with her own̶until she ditched her own bad-girl ways in
favour of respectability…. But mayor-elect Gracie Jones isn't quite the upstanding role
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model she projects. Underneath those conservative skirts and blouses? Very naughty
underthings. Jesse's return has stirred not only her long-slumbering wild side, but an
insatiable hunger for this rugged, sexy cowboy. And this Texas town is going to see a
side of the Wild West they never expected.
I am in awe! Robert Kenny s analysis is quite brilliant, and exactly what Lucan
deserves after all these years. Anthony Slide, author and film historian A timely,
fascinating and unique study of an unjustly neglected star. Jeffrey Richards,
Emeritus Professor of Cultural History, University of Lancaster This is a book I
devoured! Richard Anthony Baker, author, broadcaster and former BBC News
Assistant Editor During the 1930s and 40s, Arthur Lucan and his wife Kitty McShane
were among the highest-paid and most admired variety artistes in Britain. They packed
theatres throughout the land, and made a series of zany films with Arthur as the
belligerent washerwoman Old Mother Riley, and Kitty as her flighty daughter. But
fame and fortune went to Kitty s head, and offstage she made Arthur s life a misery;
he collapsed and died̶in costume̶ in May 1954, one week before he was due to
appear in court as a bankrupt. The story of the tears behind the Lucans onstage
laughter is told here in greater detail than ever before, demolishing old legends, reassessing the comic genius of Arthur, and revealing the sadness of alcoholic Kitty, who
lies today in a forgotten, unmarked grave. Dr. Robert V. Kenny was for many years a
lecturer in French Language and Literature at the University of Leicester. He also
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directed the University Theatre and founded a chamber choir, Coro Nostro, which
continues to flourish after his retirement. Throughout his career he produced and
directed plays, operas and concerts, in addition to his teaching and research.
Six years ago, Ross Mitchell and Lucy Fleming shared a hot holiday weekend in
Manhattan, back when he was just a hard-bodied guy in a tool belt and she was an
impulsive photography student. Fast-forward a few Decembers: Ross and Lucy meet
again, by chance, at his office Christmas party. And when they find themselves alone
and snowed in after hours, it's not long before they're making their own body
heat--again. Only this time, the sex is better than ever! But is it just another holiday
romp between the sheets? Or will Lucy and Ross finally get to keep what they really
want this year--each other!
"A Prince of a Guy by Leslie Kelly. Hunky rock-and-roller Rafe is sure it's a case of
mistaken identity. After all, he doesn't know Olivia, the gorgeous woman who accosts
him outside his club. But he'd sure like to. So when she assumes he's her runaway
prince and tells him she intends to take him home with her, he's more than game.
Sure, he might not be a true prince. But a few nights in Olivia's bed make him feel like
a king! "-- Publisher description.
The Braddock Boys: Travis
Lying in Your Arms
Braving the Blaze
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Blazing Bedtime Stories, Volume VII
Cody
Overexposed: "When a bad girl hooks up with a bad boy, you know
the sex is going to be wicked!"--Publisher.
This is one super-sexy wedding night these five women will never
forget! Meet the lucky bridesmaids: A totally hot FBI agent
offers his full-body protection to very willing witness Bridget
Donahue…. Stripper Leah Muldoon bares it all for a sexy stranger
in a limo, much to their mutual satisfaction! Wild big-city
attorney Mia Natale is in for the best sex of her life. But who
is that other guy? When dancer Vanessa McKee unexpectedly sees a
man from her past, they rediscover their insatiable lust! A
breathless night in the arms of a seductive European lover
should definitely spice up Gloria Santori's marriage….
Blazing Bedtime Stories, Volume VII It’s bedtime – and
bestselling authors Rhonda Nelson and Tawny Weber have two
deliciously wicked tales to tell you... The Steadfast Soldier by
Rhonda Nelson
Into the Woods by Julie Leto Tatiana Starlingham is a frustrated
fairy godmother. She grants sexy wishes for others—but all that
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hot loving is off-limits for her. Until she meets hunky Jack St.
Cloud and finally has mind-blowing sex! But can Tatiana wish it
into lasting forever? Once Upon a Mattress by Leslie Kelly Who's
afraid of the big bad werewolf? Not long-lost princess Penelope
Mayfair… Because dark, sexy Lucas Wolf is giving her the best
sex of her life! Unfortunately, she's intended for another. But
that's not about to stop Lucas. After all, everybody knows
wolves mate for life….
From the epic fantasy world of Super Dungeon comes the first
novel in a riveting new series. Based on the board game Super
Dungeon Explore, this hilarious children's series follows the
adventures of questing heroes as they take down evil and rescue
the missing princesses of Crystalia.
Overexposed
The Steadfast Hot Soldier\Wild Thing
Blazing Midsummer Nights
The King's Summons
The Braddock Boys: Brent
"A blazing bedtime stories holiday collection"--Cover
Criminally Hot! Cole Chisholm is a droolworthy bronc rider, and every inch the bad boy most
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mothers would warn their daughters about. Which means he's exactly the guy Nicole Barbie
needs. Nicole has carefully cultivated a rep of her own, but she's not really the bad girl everyone
thinks she is. Her mother is pushing her to continue in the tradition of the wild women in their
family when all Nicole wants is to focus on becoming the best chef in fifty states. Fortunately, Cole
is the perfect guy for creating a sinful sensation...or at least helping with the pretense of one. But
once these two bad reputations get together, there'll be more heat between the sheets than in all
of Texas!
Steadfast hot solder: "Army ranger John 'Bear' Midwinter has two rules when it comes to the
ladies--no tiny women, and no dancers. So why does petite ballet teacher Veda Hayes turn his
blood into liquid fire? Still, the heat between them won't be denied. Will this soldier melt ... or burn
up?"--Publisher.
Subject: Danny Wilkes, navy pilot. Current status: On shore rotation. Very intrigued by a sassy
visiting lecturer... Mission: Enter the astronaut training program. Obstacle: Marissa Marshall,
Ph.D. She's keeping Danny preoccupied with earthly delights... Danny Wilkes might have
outgrown his risk-taking flyboy days, but he still loves a thrill now and then. And nobody's thrilled
him lately like fiery Mari Marshall. Sex with her is a bigger turn-on than any of the air maneuvers
Danny's ever pulled. He falls head over heels...hard. But Mari has bitter memories of being a
military brat. She'll never enter that life again--not even for the best sex she's ever had. It's a hell
of a choice. Does Danny give up his skyrocketing career? Or let go of the only woman who revs
his engine into the stratosphere?
Stay up late with two delightfully naughty fairy tales from bestselling authors Rhonda Nelson and
Karen Foley... The Equalizer by Rhonda Nelson
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Volume 3 - 4 Books Box Set
Blazing Bedtime Stories, Volume VIII: The Cowboy Who Never Grew Up (Bedtime Stories, Book
19) / Hooked (Bedtime Stories, Book 20) (Mills & Boon Blaze)
Her Last Temptation
An Anthology
Blazing Bedtime Stories

Stay up late with two delightfully naughty fairy tales from bestselling authors
Kimberly Raye and Julie Leto... The Cowboy Who Never Grew Up by Kimberly
Raye:
The Song Index features over 150,000 citations that lead users to over 2,100
song books spanning more than a century, from the 1880s to the 1990s. The
songs cited represent a multitude of musical practices, cultures, and traditions,
ranging from ehtnic to regional, from foreign to American, representing every
type of song: popular, folk, children's, political, comic, advertising, protest,
patriotic, military, and classical, as well as hymns, spirituals, ballads, arias,
choral symphonies, and other larger works. This comprehensive volume also
includes a bibliography of the books indexed; an index of sources from which
the songs originated; and an alphabetical composer index.
Includes excerpt from Not just friends by Kate Hoffmann.
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An ancient Hopi proverb states “He who tells stories, rules the world.” Well
here is your chance to become a King, or a Queen for a day, or at least, a few
hours…… Herein, are more than 70 stories and poems gathered from Scotland,
Ireland, Sweden, Wales, China, England, Japan, New Zealand and other faraway
places — are retold here by Olcott for children aged 10 and up. Stories like
Cinderella, Toads and Diamonds, Robin Goodfellow, Butterfly’s Diamond,
Sleeping Beauty in the Wood, Timothy Tuttle and the Little Imps, The CoalBlack Steed, Elsa And The Ten Elves, The Fairy Island, The Four-Leafed Clover,
The Enchanted Watch and Queen Mab abound. When a child opens the covers
of this book, straightway they enter that land of all delights—the Fairy Realm.
Here Fairy Godmothers reward good children, red-capped Little Men yield up
their treasures of gold and magic gifts, while Pixies drop silver pennies in waterpails, and merry Spriggans and Fays hold nightly revels in the moonlight. Here,
too, a child may dance in Fairy Rings, or fly away to Elfinland for a year and a
day to play with wonder-children, pick Fairy flowers, listen to Fairy birds, and
be fed on magic goodies. And every story is about “Fairies black, grey, green,
and white,” and every one has been selected for delightful humour, fancy, or
ethical teaching. ============= KEYWORDS/TAGS: folklore, fairy tales,
fairytales, legends, myths, children’s stories, fables, bedtime stories,
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allegories, Fairies Story Hour, Come! Moonlit Meadow, Fairy-Lore, Elfin
Legends, Around, Fairy Ring, Adventures, Robin Goodfellow, Potato Supper,
Milk-White, Calf, Wood-Lady, Dance, Mounds, Fairy Hills, Monday, Tuesday,
Greedy Old Man, Bottle Hill, Brown Dwarf, Little Men, Treasures Of Gold, Boy,
Find, Found, Pots Of Gold, Ragweed, Bad Boy, Leprechaun, Tom, Knockers,
Diamonds, Skillywidden, Fairy Shoemaker, Glad Little, Sad Little, Bad Little,
Elves, Little Redcap, Curmudgeon, Skin, Judy, Fairy Cat, Boggart, Ownself, SickBed, Peeping Kate, Piskey-Led, One-Eyed, Pry, Joan’s Tale, Fairy Folk, Fairy
Servants, House, Pixies, Brownie, Blednoch, Elsa, Ten Elves, Piskey Fine, Piskey
Gay, happy, Fairy Wedding, Tomts, Song, Elfin Miller, Fays, Water, Wood,
Meadow, Kintaro, Golden, Flower, Island, Four-Leaved, Clover, Gillie Dhu,
Kahukura, Nets, Echo, Cave, Isles, Sea Fairies, Away, Fairyland, Magic, Ferns,
The Smith, Coal-Black Steed, Stolen, girl, Dance, Elidore, Golden Ball, Court,
Godmother, Wonderful Gifts, Cinderella, Little Glass Slipper, Sleeping Beauty,
In The Wood, Prince Chéri, Toads, Diamonds, Blanche, Rose, Enchanted Watch,
Queen Mab, Adventures, Do-Nothing, Giant, Snap-’Em-Up, Timothy Tuttle, Little
Imps, Butterfly, Niebla, Tiny, Immortal Fountain, Childe Charity, Shining Child,
Wicked Mouche, Mabel, Midsummer Day, Farewell, Passage, Old Winter,
Fairyland,
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Blazing Bedtime StoriesOnce Upon a Bite / My, What a Big...you Have! / Sexily
Ever AfterHarlequin Books
Texas Outlaws: Jesse
Harlequin Blaze October 2013 Bundle
Blazing Bedtime Stories, Volume IX: The Equalizer (Bedtime Stories, Book 21) /
God's Gift to Women (Bedtime Stories, Book 22) (Mills & Boon Blaze)
Maid for Him...\Off the Beaten Path
Triple Play: An Unrated! Prequel
Once Upon A Mattress by Leslie Kelly Princess Penelope Mayfair isn’t
afraid of the big, bad wolf... because Lucas Wolf is giving her the best sex
of her life! And everybody knows wolves mate for life! The Body That
Launched A Thousand Ships by Tori Carrington Elena is finally getting
married, but sexy Ari Metaxas is about to steal her away from her groomto-be. Then he intends to give her multiple mind-blowing reasons why
he’s the better man! You Have To Kiss A Lot Of Frogs by Tawny Weber
Sebastian Lane had a curse placed on him to lose his sexual mojo! It’s
going to take a real woman to save him. Luckily, Jordan Olliver has a
weakness for Sebastian -- warts and all. Cupid’s Bite by Kimberly Raye
When dark falls, Lucy Rivers has the most incredible lover in her bed!
She’s finding an ecstasy she only dreamed about. Too bad her Cupid is
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only there until the sun comes up
Marketing director/workaholic Mimi Burdette has The Plan—work for her
father and date his right-hand man. Problem is, there's no heat in the
relationship. Not even a spark. And worse still, Mimi is having some
seriously sexy, panties-ablaze dreams—and the star looks a lot like
Xander McKinley, the hunky firefighter next door. Mimi's dreams might
be due to the strange tea she drank. Or the predictions from the fortune
cookie she ate. Or they could be due to Xander's smokin' hotness. But
whether it's magic or just old-fashioned fireworks, Mimi is about to break
all of the rules—including her own!
The Cowboy Who Never Grew Up by Kimberly Raye Some wild boys never
grow up. Party–boy and pro bull rider Pete Gunner is no exception. So
when he's approached by Wendy Darlington to represent a new clothing
line, Pete is willing to sign...but only if she'll let the bad girl in her come
out to play for one night! Hooked by Julie Leto James Hooker and his ex,
Allie Barrie, have spent years playing a game of break up and red–hot
make up! But now Allie is back, and she's playin' for keeps. But is
wickedly hot sex enough to put aside their turbulent past? Are they ready
to fall...hook, line and sinker? The Equaliser by Rhonda Nelson For as long
as he could remember, soldier Robin Sherwood wanted Marion Cross.
Unfortunately, his childhood sweetheart considers herself way out of his
league. But when she tells him about his rich friends reneging on their
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charity promises, Robin seizes his chance. Take from the rich, give to the
poor...and show Marion that a rich–boy–turned–outlaw could be her ever
after! God's Gift To Women by Karen Foley When sculptor Lexi Adams
sees the glorious body of Nikos Christakos, she knows she's found
inspiration. This sculpture will be the perfect man. But Nikos refuses to
model for her and Lexi's only choice is to take a hands–on approach – and
commit his body to memory by touch! But can her sculpture of the
perfect man take the place of a real one?
Add some spice to your bedtime with naughty tales from bestselling
authors Rhonda Nelson and Karen Foley… The Equalizer by Rhonda
Nelson For as long as he could remember, soldier Robin Sherwood
wanted Marion Cross. Unfortunately, his sexy childhood sweetheart
considers herself way out of his league. But when she tells him about his
rich friends reneging on their charity promises, Robin seizes the chance
to prove himself. Take from the rich. Give to the poor. And show Marion
that a rich-boy-turned-outlaw can be her hottie-ever-after! God's Gift to
Women by Karen Foley When she sees the glorious bod of Nikos
Christakos, sculptor Lexi Adams knows she's found inspiration. This
sculpture, she thinks, will be the perfect man. But Nikos refuses to model
for her, and Lexi's only choice is to take a hands-on approach—and
commit his body to memory by touch! But can her sculpture of The
Perfect Man take the place of a real one?
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Introducing Unrated!, the hottest—and naughtiest—new miniseries from
Blaze! Sneak a playful peek with this sexy prequel novella from New York
Times bestselling author Leslie Kelly… When she was eighteen, Emily
Crowder was naughty for the first time in her life. She slipped naked into
Rand McConnell's bed, experienced her first (and best) orgasm…and lost
her heart. Then Rand disappeared without a word. Seven years later,
Rand strides back into her life, now a famous ballplayer, every woman's
lust-filled fantasy—and a guest at Emily's hotel. He says he wants to
explain…and he wants to finish what they started. Emily's Good Girl side
reminds her of the pain she felt when Rand left the last time. But Emily
has played the Good Girl for far too long. Perhaps it's time she let her
Very, Very Naughty side take over again. Only this time, Rand is going to
play by her rules… Don't miss out on even more steamy Unrated! books
from Harlequin Blaze!
It Happened One Christmas
Another Wild Wedding Night
Clean & Wholesome Action/Adventure Romance
Blazing Bedtime Stories Volume VI

Harlequin Blaze brings you four new red-hot reads for one
great price, available now for a limited time only from
October 1 to October 31! This Harlequin Blaze bundle
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includes Lying in Your Arms by Leslie Kelly, The Mighty
Quinns: Rourke by Kate Hoffmann, The Bridesmaid's Best Man
by Susanna Carr, and Command Performance by Sara Jane
Stone. Look for four new sexy, steamy stories every month
from Harlequin Blaze!
Champion bull rider Cody Braddock has always loved the
ladies. As a vampire, each time he brings a woman
satisfaction, his strength grows! But right now he's
thinking only about vengeance. His mission: to hunt down
and destroy the one who murdered his beloved family.
Revenge, however, takes a detour when he meets sweet,
passionate Miranda Rivers. She's never experienced the big
O, and she wants to—badly! How could any man—vamp or
not—resist? Yet the deeper Cody drinks of Miranda's
delicious charms, the more he craves. Only, Miranda wants
more than just an eternity of hot sex. She wants Cody's
undead heart to beat again, just for her….
The Cowboy Who Never Grew Upby Kimberly Raye Some wild boys
never grow up, and party-boy and pro bull rider Pete Gunner
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is no exception. So when he's approached by Wendy
Darlington to represent a new clothing line, Pete is
willing to sign…but only if she'll let the bad girl in her
come out to play for one night! Hookedby Julie Leto Rodeo
owner James Hooker and his ex, Allie Barrie, have spent
years playing a red-hot game of breakup, then kiss-and-sexit-up. But now Allie is back, and she's playin' for keeps!
But is wickedly hot sex enough to put aside their turbulent
past—or are they ready to fall…hook, line and sinker?
You know you're hard up when you have to buy a date… But
Annie Davis's big family reunion is looming, and she needs
a stand-in man fast or she'll never hear the end of it. Any
gorgeous guy will do. Her solution? The drop-dead-sexy man
at the charity bachelor auction. His good looks and bluecollar background make him perfect for her! Or is he? Sean
Murphy has a bit of a surprise for Annie. Not only is he
not blue-collar, he's actually a sophisticated European
entrepreneur, one who's made pleasuring women an art form.
And he wants to permanently pleasure Annie! But Sean knows
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that if she discovers his secret, their wickedly delicious
liaison will be over. Lucky for both of them, he's learned
enough tricks to keep Annie distracted for a long, long
time….
A Prince Of A Guy by Leslie Kelly Hunky Rafe doesn't know
Olivia the gorgeous woman who accosts him outside his club
but he'd sure like to! So when she tells him she intends to
take him home with her, he's more than happy to play along
Goldie And The Three Brothers by Jennifer Labrecque When
Goldie Dawkins becomes stranded in a remote cabin, she
decides to test out the beds to discover which one is just
right. But once Jake Malone shows up, she has no doubt
which bed she intends to occupy Once Upon A Seduction by
Jamie Sobrato Skye Ellison always makes the wrong decisions
about men. Case in point Nico Valetti, a.k.a the
anti–Prince Charming. But when Nico proposes a road trip to
Vegas, Skye is soon having the best sex of her life! I Wish
He Might by Samantha Hunter Nina Larson has a personal
genie the seductive, sexy Alec! Her every wish is his
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command...and boy does she have some x–rated wishes! But
can Nina surrender the most fantastic sex of her life to
grant Alec his freedom?
The Song Index of the Enoch Pratt Free Library
Blazing Bedtime Stories, Volume VIII
THE BOOK OF ELVES AND FAIRIES - Over 70 bedtime stories for
children
Once Upon a Bite / My, What a Big...you Have! / Sexily Ever
After
Blazing Bedtime Stories, Volume VI
Only a firefighter can handle this blaze… Madison Reid's engagement is
a sham. Her movie-star fiancé is actually her childhood friend…who's
gay. When he decides he can't keep living a lie, Madison ends things
by leaking a salacious story about a hot—if fictional—affair. Now
surrounded by swarms of news-hungry paparazzi, Madison escapes to the
beauty of Costa Rica until things cool down…. Firefighter Leo Santori
is on his honeymoon. Alone. Still torn up about losing his fiancée to
another guy, Leo isn't expecting anything from Costa Rica. That is,
until Madison steps into his world, rocks it and then lights it on
fire. The heat between them is undeniable—and irresistible. But when
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Madison's scandalous past catches up with them, will it extinguish the
flames…or will they both end up burned?
These Valentine's Day stories have Blazingly happy endings… Once Upon
a Bite by Kimberly Raye Beauty and the beast—in the bedroom! When
wolfishly irresistible Matt Keller lands in Skull Creek, Texas, Shay
Briggs sees a hunky beast who needs her taming touch. My, What a
Big…You Have! by Leslie Kelly Scarlett Templeton doesn't believe in
fairy tales. That is, until she meets a sexy rogue in the woods, on
her way to Grandmother's house…. Sexily Ever After by Rhonda Nelson
Ugly duckling Juliet only wants to be a femme fatale. Little does she
guess that a chance meeting with hottie Gareth will inspire her to
reveal her sexy swanlike plumage—and a lot more—before long!
Cat Sheehan is the wild child of the Sheehan family. But when her
family bar closes, she decides it's time to straighten up. She's going
to reform—and she's going to start by hooking up with a nice guy. But
her resolution goes down the drain when bad-boy musician Dylan Spencer
walks in. Because he's a temptation no woman could resist…. Dylan has
a secret. Not only is he not a bad boy…he's not a stranger, either.
Though Cat doesn't recognize him, Dylan's been in love with her since
high school. And for a chance to have Cat where he wants her—in his
life, in his bed—he's willing to be whatever kind of man she wants….
Brent Braddock flouts the rules. He's the ultimate charmer with his
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cocky wink and slow molten grin! But there's still too much range left
to ride for a cowboy vampire like him to consider settling down. Then
he meets Command Master Chief Petty Officer Abigail Trent. She goes
strictly by the books and is always the toughest one in the room. But
damn, when Brent gets an eyeful—and then some!—of what's underneath
her very unfeminine clothes… Oh, yeah, she's definitely all woman. And
she's the first one to make Brent think about ending his love 'em and
leave 'em ways! But can a woman who champions all things good and
a…well…a vampire make it work? Only if bad boy Brent can regain the
one thing forever denied to him…his humanity.
"Bonus story inside: Celebrate the 10th anniversary with Kimberly
Raye's first Blaze book, The pleasure principle!"--P. [4] of cover.
Volume 1 - 4 Book Box Set
Cole
All Tangled Up\Sleeping with a Beauty\Catch Me
The Braddock Boys: Colton
Blazing Bedtime Stories, Volume VII: The Steadfast Hot Soldier / Wild
Thing (Mills & Boon Blaze) (Bedtime Stories, Book 17)
Once Upon A Bite by Kimberly Raye Beauty and the beast in the bedroom! When
wolfishly irresistible Matt Keller lands in Skull Creek, Shay Briggs sees a hunky beast
who needs her taming touch My, What A Big...You Have! by Leslie Kelly Scarlett
Templeton doesn't believe in fairy tales. That is, until she meets a sexy rogue in the
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woods while on her way to Grandmother's house Sexily Ever After by Rhonda Nelson
Ugly duckling Juliet Swan only wants to be a femme fatale. Little does she guess that a
chance meeting with hottie Gareth Harper will inspire her to reveal her sexy swan–like
plumage...and a lot more! Into The Woods by Julie Leto Tatiana Starlingham is a
frustrated fairy godmother. She grants sexy wishes for others but all that hot loving is
off–limits for her. Until she meets hunky Jack St Cloud and finally has mind–blowing
sex! But can Tatiana wish it into happy–ever–after?
These Highland hotties are about to meet their match! The Wanderer Sexy Ewan
MacKinnon meets fellow soul-searcher Gemma on a hiking trek through Scotland. They
have wildly creative sex along the way, leaving them both with delicious memories of
their journey. But at the trail's end, will their adventure be over, too? The Warrior Proud
Cam MacKinnon is king of his castle. And he has a castle. Really. But he gives up all
semblance of control when Summer shows up for a murder mystery party. Because he
has to have her. And one weekend of uninhibited sex should be plenty…shouldn't it?
The Wayfarer Heart-stoppingly hot Alec MacKinnon is honorable to a fault. So he
shouldn't sleep with his friend's gorgeous daughter, Isla, right? But when Isla falls into
his arms, what's he to do? After all, aren't some things just meant to be?
She wanted experience. He has 150 years' worth! Guys don't tend to find gals with
guns too sexy. So after years of awkward fumblings, deputy Shelly Lancaster is lookin'
for a man.... Not for love-good Lord, no. She just wants some hot, heavy and
unforgettable sex with a man who knows exactly what he's doing! As it turns out,
Shelly's just found the perfect guy. Cowboy Colton Braddock is tasty as hell-and one of
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the perks of being a vampire is that he has years of hot, lusty loving under his belt.
Unfortunately, this cowboy also has a wicked thirst for vengeance. But will it prove
stronger than his hunger for her? Love at First Bite
Fan favorites Tori Carrington and Tawny Weber invite you to indulge in two tales of
love, adventure…and really hot sex! The Body That Launched a Thousand Ships by Tori
Carrington Elena Anastasios is finally going to get her fairy-tale wedding. Little does
she know that ultra-hot Ari Metaxas is about to steal her away from her groom-to-be. Or
that he intends to give her multiple mind-blowing reasons to believe that he's the better
man! You Have to Kiss a Lot of Frogs… by Tawny Weber Reporter Sebastian Lane
knows he's tangled with the wrong woman when she puts a curse on him to lose his
sexual mojo! It's going to take a real woman to save him. Luckily, Jordan Olliver has a
weakness for Sebastian, warts and all….
Sister-of-the-groom Bonnie Campbell is certainly no groupie. But when famous, dropdead-hottie action star Drew Ericson films his latest flick at the wedding inn, she turns
into his naughtiest fan…. Jazz Wilkes is rough, tough and totally in touch with her
sexual appetite. No man can withstand her desires…except proper yet wildly sexy Blake
Marshall! He'll give her a night to remember… but only if she'll give him the rest of her
life! Passion? Abby Bauer wants some! Her fiancé, Keith, just doesn't make her toes
tingle. But the dashing masked man at the reception sure does….
Waking Up to You
Once Upon a Valentine
Blazing Bedtime Stories: Volume 2 - 4 Books Box Set
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He’s a wildfire volunteer. She’s petrified of fires. Will
the flames consume them or will they find a burning love?
Story-line: Single-minded Dean Harward is going to become a
veterinarian if it kills him. He’s worked summers as a
volunteer wildfire fighter to earn big cash for college.
Just his luck, a pyrophobic woman gets assigned to his team.
He’s certain she’ll get him killed before he can graduate.
Terrified Ginger Warby never dreamed she would get assigned
as a firefighter while trying discover why a friend died.
She planned on staying in base camp as a cook and asking a
few questions. Now she’s a walking firestorm as accidents
continually spark around her. Or are they accidents? Can
Dean keep the flames of desire he reluctantly feels for
Ginger under control long enough to keep them and his Yellow
Labrador, Dixie, alive? This book is a contemporary, clean
and wholesome, action/adventure romance! If you love
romance, action and suspense, then you will enjoy this book!
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Scroll up to the BUY NOW button to purchase today! "Braving
the Blaze is a fine pick." - Midwest Book Reviews
"...delightful story full of courage, friendship, and
romance that kept me glued to the pages." - 5 out of 5
Stars, Anna Del C. Dye, Author "...has a lot to offer the
reader--and glimpses of human nature amidst the philosophy
that issues are never all black or white." - 5 out of 5
Stars, Debbie S., Reviewer "This story had just the right
amount of suspense and romance to keep it interesting. I
found the book very hard to put down and had to keep reading
to find out just how they were going to escape off that
mountain to the exciting conclusion of the book." - 5 out of
5 Stars, Lynn, Amazon Reviewer "Recommend this great read to
all who enjoy a woman overcoming her fears to follow her
dreams. Really well written with suspense and love that
warms the heart. Fire fighting is dangerous and this book
takes you on an adventure into the world of forest fires.
The author doesn't disappoint." - 5 out of 5 Stars,
MissMed51, Amazon Reviewer
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The Cowboy Who Never Grew Up\Hooked
The Braddock Boys: Travis\The Pleasure Principle
Blazing Bedtime Stories, Volume IX
Heated Rush
More Blazing Bedtime Stories
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